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History of computer science


Computer science is a young field!
◦ First stored-program computers in the 1940s (Manchester Mark 1, June 1948)
◦ First programming languages in the 1950s (Fortran and Lisp)



The golden decade: most concepts were invented during the period 1964-1974
◦ Object-oriented programming (Simula-67, 1967), ADT programming (CLU 1974)
◦ Functional programming (Landin’s SECD machine 1965), logic programming (Absys 1965,
Prolog 1972), dataflow programming (Dennis 1974)
◦ Axiomatic semantics (Hoare 1969), denotational semantics (Scott and Strachey 1971)
◦ Relational databases (Codd’s relational model 1970)
◦ Structured programming (Dijkstra 1968), information hiding (Parnas 1972), software
engineering (Brooks’ mythical man-month 1974)
◦ Capability security (Dennis and Van Horn 1965)
◦ Declarative concurrency (Kahn 1974, laziness 1977), message-passing concurrency (Hewitt’s
actor model 1973), shared-state concurrency (Hoare’s monitors 1974)
◦ Backtracking (Floyd 1967)
◦ Internet (ARPANET 1970)
◦ Architecture and operating systems: virtual memory (B5000 1961, Atlas 1962), out-of-order
execution (IBM 360/91, 1964), superscalar (CDC6600, 1964), timesharing operating systems
(Multics 1965, Unix 1970), cache memory (IBM 360/85, 1968), pipelining (CDC7600, 1969)
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Distributed computing is a
latecomer…


Research on distributed computing started in the 1980s
◦ PODC (Symposium on Principles of Distributed Computing) started 1985
◦ FLP result (impossibility of consensus in unreliable asynchronous systems) in 1985
(Fischer, Lynch, Paterson)
◦ Paxos (consensus in unreliable partially synchronous systems) in 1989 (Lamport)



Things started getting organized in the 1990s
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Context of
the thesis


Introduction to Distributed Algorithms by Gerard Tel 1994
Distributed Algorithms by Nancy Lynch 1996
Failure detectors introduced in 1996 by Chandra & Toueg
CAP theorem (conjecture by Brewer in 2000, proof by Gilbert&Lynch in 2002)
Structured peer-to-peer networks (Chord, in 2001)
Algorithmic understanding advanced, but programming remained hard!

Progress in distributed programming came much later, in the 2000s
◦ Introduction to Reliable Distributed Programming, by Guerraoui&Rodrigues 2006
◦ Layered decomposition of many important distributed algorithms
◦ Layered concurrent component model with actor-like semantics
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Alongside the Internet!
Compared to the rest of computer science, distributed computing was
a small fry up to the 1980s, but now it has grown up and is taking over
The Internet continues to grow exponentially and transform society:
 1980s: Specialized use, email, Usenet
 1990s: General public, Web, search engines, first data centers
 2000s: Social networks, web commerce, age of data centers
 2010s: Mobile applications, growing use of machine learning
 2020s: Internet of Things and deep machine learning
This growth is the motor of progress in distributed computing. It is going hand
in hand with increased understanding and ability to program distributed
systems. The joker in this pack is deep machine learning, which can be applied
at all levels of the Internet: it will enable profound changes in the next decade.
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New challenge: Internet of Things


IoT will have exponential growth for
the foreseeable future
◦
◦
◦



◦

◦

See LightKone Reference Architecture (LiRA):
http://www.info.ucl.ac.be/~pvr/LiRAv0.9.pdf

Increasing importance of bursty
computations (ML) and dark silicon!

Programmability challenge is here!
◦



Mobile phones are saturating, but IoT
devices will reach 75B by 2025
Moore’s Law is fading (maybe); IoT
growth is a new exponential

Programming this fast-growing,
heterogeneous infrastructure
Solving the problems of scalability,
security, dynamicity, multiple
stakeholders, consistency
Being part of the solution, not part of
the problem (fake news, social netw.)

“The edge is becoming the center”
◦

Data centers no longer high growth

◦

Data “truth” is increasingly at the
edge, and databases are hard to keep
up to date. Need for PIMS?
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Distributed computing frameworks


Many frameworks address the various challenges of this growth:
◦ Big data frameworks: Apache Flink, Apache Spark, Apache Beam, etc.
◦ Mobile application frameworks: Android, iOS, mobile edge computing
◦ Edge computing frameworks: OpenFog IIRA, Amazon IoT Greengrass,
Microsoft Azure IoT, Google Firebase, EdgeX, etc.



However, they consist mostly of ad hoc collections of libraries
◦ Program development consists of instantiating and connecting libraries,
labor-intensive, making it hard to achieve properties such as resilience
◦ Connection between traditional (static) distribution and large-scale
(dynamic) distribution is ad hoc (peer-to-peer, gossip, hybrid gossip)
◦ Testing is mostly ad hoc (how can one test such a dynamic system?)


Context of
the thesis

We need progress in distributed programming
◦ Especially for edge computing and IoT, where the problems are acute
◦ We need a principled way to program distributed systems
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Distributed programming history


Distributed programming starts with concurrent
programming
◦ Adds partial failure, partial synchrony, heterogeneity

Context of
the thesis



Two main strands: message passing and shared state
◦ Both invented during the Golden Decade (1964-1974)!
◦ Both applied successfully to distributed systems



Message-passing concurrency (actor model)

◦ Erlang concurrency-oriented language (1986)
◦ Actor frameworks, such as Akka, Go, Orleans, Kompics
◦ Reactive computing manifesto (2013)



Shared-state concurrency (shared data model)

◦ Transactional databases: essential for data consistency
◦ Monitors (synchronized objects) are deprecated
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Distributed programming concepts


Distributed programming is extremely difficult
◦ It starts with concurrent programming, which is
already difficult due to exponential interleavings
◦ It adds partial failure and message delays, which
results in an enormous number of corner cases



How can we program this?
◦ Traditional sequential languages are inadequate, even
if they have added support for concurrency
◦ The only way is to address the complexity head-on
◦ Build the system as layers of concurrent components,
where each component solves a simple problem
→ good idea, but how do we work it out in practice?
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Distributed programming models


Erlang actor-oriented language (from Ericsson, 1986)
◦ Tightly coupled distributed systems, fault management, non-blocking
receive, dynamic reconfiguration



Appia Java framework (from Introduction to Reliable Distributed
Programming, 2006)
◦ Compositional layering, concurrent components



Kompics Java framework (from Cosmin Arad, Ph.D. thesis, 2013)
◦ Fault management, non-blocking receive, dynamic reconfiguration,
nested hierarchical composition, decoupled testing support, pattern
matching, clean semantics



Kompics Scala framework (from Lars Kroll, Ph.D. thesis, 2020)
◦ Static typing, testing automata, high performance, hybrid model
(actor/component)
◦ Transparency at right level: avoid location transparency at low level
◦ Kola: eDSL that compiles to Java
◦ Kompact: eDSL that compiles to Rust, high performance, combines
actors and components (messages and events)
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Layered concurrent components
Applications

database_component
indication

request

commit_component
Algorithms

request

indication

request indication

reliable_bcast_comp

consensus

request

Channels

Local events
delivered in
FIFO order

indication

perfect_link_comp

Yellow boxes are concurrent components with I/O ports
 Arrows are events (similar to messages but received by all
components that are subscribed to the component’s port)
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Components on several nodes
p2

p1
Applications

Algorithms

app

app

app

<sendBcast|m>

<delBcast|p1,m>

<delBcast|p1,m>

bcast

bcast

bcast

<deliver|p1,m>

<deliver|p1,m>

channel

channel

<send|p2,m> <send|p3,m>

Channels

p3

channel

Global events not
necessarily FIFO




Most components execute on a single node
Channel components are connected to the network
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Peer-to-peer simulator example




This example shows the nested component
structure of a peer-to-peer system simulator
This example is taken from the SELFMAN project
and uses Kompics (2009)
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Self-management architecture



This is a proposed self-management architecture
for a peer-to-peer network, taken from the
SELFMAN project (2009)
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Conclusion: towards distributed
programming languages?


Kola and Kompact are DSLs embedded in Scala
◦ The basic distribution concepts are the component/actor and the
communication channel; primitive Scala concepts are not distributed
◦ The other approach to distributed programming, namely “deep
embedding”, has not proved successful up to now



Distributed programming will eventually move beyond Scala
thinking to “component thinking”
◦ When that happens, the component/actor part of Kola/Kompact will
need to become a full-fledged programming language
◦ There will be a set of primitive components that can be composed,
analogous to how any language has a set of primitive concepts and
the ability to compose them
◦ Composed components will become first-class concepts, and
therefore they will have a distribution semantics
◦ When viewed in this light, what will be the future evolution of
Kola/Kompact?
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Jokers


Massive exponential growth of devices
◦ What happens when we eventually get to >100 devices per
human being, where each device has massive dark silicon for
bursty applications? How do you model dark silicon programs?



Deep machine learning becomes omnipresent
◦ What happens when machine learning becomes pervasive in all
layers of a system? How do you model additional “intelligent
components” in a system?
◦ All such systems have a twofold structure, with a learning phase
and a query phase
 Computational needs and algorithms for the two phases can be
completely different; either one or both phases may be “bursty”



Bursty applications become commonplace
◦ Applications that need extremely large computational power in
short time intervals will become more common. This has an
effect on power consumption and execution time.
 Supported by both cloud elasticity and dark silicon in IoT devices
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